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November 2013 Newsletter
With a Thanksgiving break coming up, we had a lot to get done. Early in the month the
students visited the Permian Basin Petroleum Museum, in Midland, Texas. Besides a
world class Petroleum exhibit, with more detail on the oil and gas industry than at the
U.S. Smithsonian Museum in Washington, D.C., there are exhibits featuring the Edward
H. Johnson Memorial Mineral collection, and Formula One race cars. There is a “Hall of
Fame” of the movers and shakers of the initial oil booms in this region.

(Left) Students – left to right – Zachery
Coit, Nathan Matthies, Bryce Eaton,
Conner Smith and Mario Ortega in front
of “The Hall of Fame. Dedicated to those
who cherished the freedom to dare, and
who work and service helped build the

The Permian Basin Petroleum Museum had exhibits on where oil and gas are found as
well as Geology, how it is produced, Production, and the materials, methods and
equipment, and History. The museum also has a full array of outdoor full size, original
pump jacks in nearly every style ever made.
(Right) Students ( left to righ)t: Mario Ortega, Conner
Smith, Zachery Coit, Bryce Eaton and Nathan
Matthies. This is a “Christmas Tree”. Notice the lack
of green leaves. Actually this item of equipment is just
called a “Christmas Tree” it actually functions as a
pressure and flow regulating device placed on well
heads that have pressures greater than atmospheric
failure during drilling, or failure of one of these
devices on a pressurized well will lead to a
catastrophic “Blow-out”. “Blow-outs” are also
prevented by blow out preventers.
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(Above) A few of the many pump jacks in the outdoor exhibit which the students
were able to see up close during their visit to the Petroleum Museum.

Due to the size of the classes, the Petroleum Museum was seen on two different
dates. The second year students also took in a visit to the Chevron Training Facility
in Midland, Texas.

(Above) Students and instructors look at a cut away of a unit used to separate
oil and water in the Chevron training facility yard.
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The second year class then proceeded over to the Petroleum Museum.

(Right) Students ( left to right): Michael
Quintanilla, Tyler Hammond, Alex
Rivera, Kylon Davis, Branson Ponder,
Polad Garyylev, Caleb Jeters, Kyler Free,
Brandon Elliot and Daniel Escobedo in
front of the two pump jacks at the
Petroleum Museum.

During a visit to the Sweetwater Shale Show 2013, a contact was made with Gicon Pump
in Lubbock, Texas, which is where the students went later in the month. Students learned
how to size a multistage pump, pump assembly, and what pumps are made of.

(Right) Students ( left to right): Colton
Cannon, Michael Quintanilla, Caleb Jeters,
Kyler Free, Tyler Hammond, Brandon
Elliot Daniel Excobedo and Instructer
Dana Fahnrapp watch a demonstration at
Gicon Pump of pump preparation and
packing.

(Left) Students (left to right): Kylon
Davis, Colton Cannon, Kyler Free, and
Tyler Hammond as well as STEM
curriculum specialist Vitalis Wekheye (far
left) prepare the Polaris H.O.T. unit for
winterization, making sure that all
working fluid (water) is removed prior to a
hard freeze.

Overall, November was a busy month with trips, lab work, field work and a short
break for Thanksgiving.
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